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	Learn coding from scratch in a highly engaging and visual manner using the vastly popular JavaScript with the programming library p5.js. The skills you will acquire from this book are highly transferable to a myriad of industries and can be used towards building web applications, programmable robots, or generative art. 

	

	You'll gain the proper context so that you can build a strong foundation for programming. This book won’t hinder your momentum with irrelevant technical or theoretical points. The aim is to build a strong, but not overly excessive knowledge to get you up and running with coding. 

	

	
		If you want to program creative visuals and bring that skill set to a field of your your choice, then Learn JavaScript with p5.js is the book for you.

	

	

	
		What You'll Learn

	
		
				
					Code from scratch and create computer graphics with JavaScript and the p5.js library
	
					Gain the necessary skills to move into your own creative projects
	
					Create graphics and interactive experiences using Processing
	
					Program using JavaScript and p5.js and secondarily in creating visuals


		

	

	
		Who This Book is For

	

	

	Artists or a visual designers. Also, those who want to learn the fundamentals of programming through visual examples.
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Security in Computing, Third EditionPrentice Hall, 2002
Security in Computing, Third  Edition systematically demonstrates how to control failures of  confidentiality, integrity, and availability in applications, databases,  operating systems, and networks alike. 

This sweeping revision of the field's classic guide to computer...
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Automating UNIX and Linux Administration (The Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003
Wouldn’t you like to automate the tedious daily tasks of system  administration? Automating UNIX and Linux Administration will show you  how, by exploring existing tools and offering real-world examples. Parts of the  book are Linux-specific, but most of it applies to a UNIX system, including  multiple variants of UNIX. Author...
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Convert!: Designing Web Sites to Increase Traffic and ConversionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	In 2007, I wrote an ebook called “Save the Pixel—the Art of Simple Web Design,”
	which teaches that simplicity is the key to designing web pages that work. Th e book
	has sold more than 8,000 copies, and my agency Scratchmedia has become well
	known for the clean, spacious design style.


	After I presented on...
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Antisense Drug Technology: Principles, Strategies, and Applications, Second EditionCRC Press, 2007

	Extensively revised and updated, Antisense Drug Technology: Principles, Strategies, and Applications, Second Edition reflects the logarithmic progress made in the past four years of oligonucleotide-based therapies, and, in particular, antisense therapeutics and research. Interpreting lessons learned from the clinical trials of first...
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Word 2013 eLearning Kit For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	A step-by-step learning package to get you up and running with Word 2013!


	If you're eager to get started using the new Microsoft Word 2013, this self-paced eLearning Kit is an ideal starting point! Featuring a full-color printed book and an online interactive eLearning course, this multimedia kit takes you through the...
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Intensive Care of the Adult with Congenital Heart Disease (Congenital Heart Disease in Adolescents and Adults)Springer, 2019

	
		Dedicated to the critical management of acutely ill adults with congenital heart disease, this comprehensive book discusses the many challenges faced in the management of these patients, who require intensive inter- and trans-disciplinary care. It provides the first universal review of the practical management of patients with these...
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